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The ratio of the width for nonradiative nuclear excitation to the radiative width is calculated 
for levels of mu-mesonic atoms and shown to be weakly dependent on the muon matrix elements. 

1. After a me sonic atom is formed in a highly ex
cited state (n ~ 14 ), the muon cascades down to 
the ground state, the final transition of this cas
cade being the 2p-1s transition. [1] Zaretskii[2J 

showed that the full 2p-1s transition energy can 
be transferred to the nucleus (nonradiative exci
tation process). The ratio of the probability for 
nonradiative nuclear excitation with subsequent 
decay of the nucleus through various nuclear chan
nels, Wnuc• to the probability for y emission by 
the muon, Wy, is of interest. 

If the nuclear levels at an excitation energy 
equal to the 2p-1s muon transition energy are 
wide enough so that they can be considered to be 
overlapping, then this ratio is 

w~uc/ w y = r nr 1 r y, (1) 

where r nr and r y are the nonradiati ve and radia
tive widths, respectively, of the 2p muon level. 

If the nuclear levels are non-overlapping, the 
ratio of Wnuc to Wy is determined[3• 4J by the 
quantities rnrlry and prnuc• where rnuc is 
the average nuclear level width and p is the nu
clear density at the energy of excitation of the 
nucleus. 

Nonradiative nuclear excitation can also be im
portant in transitions between other muon levels, 
for example, 3p-1s or the transition from any 
highly excited s or d state to 2p. 

We calculate below the ratio rnrlry for a di
pole transition between arbitrary muon levels. The 
calculation is performed in the nonrelativistic ap
proximation. 

2. The muon-nucleus dipole interaction oper
ator which leads to nonradiative muon transitions 
with nuclear excitation is 

4 z { r 1 rt f r ::>-, r 
V=- 3ne2 ~~Ylm(i)Y;m(f.l) X 1 ~'"or~'-""' 1 , (2) 

. r I r2 for r < 't m :=1 p. l fl. 

where ri and ri-! are the position vectors of the 
protons and the muon, respectively; the summation 
is over the protons in the nucleus with .charge Ze. 

In the initial state of the muon-nucleus system, 
let the muon be in the level with quantum numbers 
n 1, h. and Z1 and let the nucleus be in its ground 
state with spin 10. As basis functions for the muon
nucleus system, we choose the eigenfunctions of 
the total angular momentum of the system, Jin. 
and its projection MJin: 

'¥ J in MJin= ~ (I ohmi,mj, l-4nM Jin) 'i'I,m1,Rn,/1~j1mj,' (3) 
'"itml, 

where lfiiom 10 is the wave function of the nucleus in 

its ground state, Rn1z1ci>j 1mj 1 is the muon wave func

tion, and ( ... I ... ) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. 
Similarly, we write the wave function of the final 

state with total angular momentum Jf: 

'YJfMf= 2; (lfj2m1 mj,IJfM.rf)Vftfm1 fRn,t,fJJi,mj,' (4) 
m·m1 f 

" f 
where If is the spin of the final nuclear state and 
n2, h· and 12 are the quantum numbers of the muon 
final state. 

In this representation, the matrix element of the 
operator (2) is (for brevity, we omit the dependence 
of the sign of the matrix element on the quantum 
numbers) 

(JrA1J f I V I JinMJiJ = e2 [ f :rt (211 + 1) (2j2 + 1) J'' (11100 1120) 

X W (l1l2jd2; l 1/2) 2; Uoilmf,mi, I J,nMJin)(Jfi2mfcmi, 1 J rA!Jf) 
i 2 ! 

X (lj2mmio I j1m;,) < 'IJ;Jr-"'I f 12; rd (rt) Y1m (i) I 'ljl1.,m 1"). 
i=l (5) 

'i ~ 

f (r1) = r£ 3 ·~ r 3Rn,t,Rn,t, dr -- ~ R,,:,Rn,t, dr, (6) 
0 'i 

where W is the Racah coefficient and the summa
tion in (5) is over m, mjl' mh, m10, and mlf· 

The nuclear matrix element in (5) can be written: 

198 

10 "·,. 
•/ 

(7) 
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where the dependence on the magnetic quantum 
numbers is separated out. 

Since we are considering a nonradiative transi
tion of a closed system, the total angular momen
tum and its projection are conserved. Thus, using 
(7) and carrying out the summation over magnetic 
quantum numbers in (5), we obtain 

<JrMJf\V l.!;.nMJi.,) = C2 [f:rt (2l1 + 1) (2j1 + 1) (2j2 -r-1) 

.< (2/ f -i- 1)f/' (Ill 00 \l2 0) W (lojJlr}2; Jinl) 

(Ir, ljqtf (r;) j lo) b.rf.;inbMJfM.rin 
i 

where we have set qi = riY1(i ), for brevity. 
The nonradiative width is 

fnr = 2:rt ~-<1 Vf)f2p. 

The bar in (9) denotes summation over the final 

(8) 

(9) 

state quantum numbers Jf, MJf• b If, averaging 
over the possible values of the total angular mo
mentum of the system Jin and MJin' and also av
eraging the absolute square of the nuclear matrix 
element over those nuclear levels which lie within 
an energy interval of about r nr around the transi
tion energy. Substituting (8) into (9) and using the 

f (x) in (14) is the same as that in (6). Thus, the 
ratio (1) in which we are interested is 

I' nr 2:t' m~wc3 'V 21 f + 1 I< I f (r,-) I " 12 --r::--· = 3--Z"e" L..JI T!o+1, Irlq; f(R) fo/ avp,f"(15) 
. f 

The cross section for dipole photoexcitation is[5J 

d = (8:t3 / 3) (w /c) fl <Qu) i!v-!- i <Q~, -1> l!vl P· (16) 

We will consider the photoexcitation of the nu-
cleus in the transition lf!Io -lf!If" We separate out 
the dependence of the matrix elements in (16) on 
the magnetic quantum numbers, as we did in (7); 
then, in the notation introduced previously, we 
obtain 

'<QI.l)\!v= 210e: 1 ~ (lfolm,,\frm,f)2 \<Ir\q,-j/o)l!v 
"'I,ml f 

c• 21 f + 1 ' 2 
= 3 2lo-j-i l<fr\q,.jlo)\av· (17) 

Thus, the photoexcitation cross section for the 
nuclear transition considered above, summed over 
the final values of the nuclear spin, is 

(18) 

fact that the probability that the total muon-nucleus 
angular momentum be J 0 is (2J0 +1)/(2I0 +1)(2j 1 +1), 
we obtain (19) 

r nr 
sn• 'V 21 f + 1 . 2 

=-9-e4 (ll1 00jl2 0)2 L..J 21 --1-i i<Iriqd (r;)\lo)\avP1 , 

'r o , f 

(10) 

where Pif is the density of nuclear levels with spin 
If. The radiative width for the muon transition be
tween the same states is 

r.- -t:"~3 (lf1 UI.l !20)2 1\ r3R,,t,Rn,t,drl
2 

' c \5 
(11) 

It is convenient to transform the integral in (11) 
in the following way. We write the equation of mo
tion of the muon in matrix form: 

(12) 

where mJ.I is the muon mass and U is the potential 
energy of the muon in the field of the nucleus, 

rt i r, for rp. > R (13) 
i · -· - Ze2 , ' ·' 
·-- · ,, \J;,r<-'[3-(r,.lRj'J for rP-<R' 

where R is the nuclear radius. 
With (12) and (13), we obtain 

~ R 
• 3 - - Zr•- r _1 \ -3 \r Rn,t,R,_~,dr --- .,, w" I P'' I Rn,t,Rn,t,dr 
.} I ·u. - ' • 

' 0 

(14) 

we obtain, finally, 

f nr I fy= (3/8:rt) (m1"c2/Ze2) 2 aB. (20) 

3. The form factor B takes into account the ef
fect of the finite nuclear size on the ratio (1). For 
heavy mesonic atoms like uranium, B is of the 
order of 2. For a point nucleus, B = 1 and the 
ratio (1) does not depend at all on the muon ma
trix elements. This is easily understood if one 
notes that the nonradiative nuclear excitation proc
ess can be interpreted as the inverse of internal 
conversion; then (20) is the inverse internal con
version coefficient. Since the internal conversion 
coefficient becomes independent of the nuclear 
matrix elements in the case of a point nucleus, it 
is natural that the dependence on the muon matrix 
elements disappears from (20). We note also that 
(20) depends on the transition energy mainly 
through the photoexcitation cross section, which 
is to be taken at the transition energy; B depends 
rather weakly on the energy. 

The magnitude of the form factor B can be es
timated as follows. The matrix element in (19) can 
be written 

<k 1 ~ q,f(r;)\0)= ~ (k'i ~q;IO><krf(r,-)jk'); (21) 
k' 
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where the summation in (21) is over all intermedi
ate states. In squaring (21) we neglect the cross 
terms. This is permissible if the phases of the 
terms in the summation in (21), each of which is 
the product of essentially different dipole and 
monopole transition matrix elements, are random. 
Then 

l ( k i 2; qtf (ri) '0) " = L I( k' j L q;[O) l2 i (kIf (r) I k') ;2 , 

• i ' • r k' ! , , i I (2 2) 

where f ( r) is a very smooth function. For ex
ample, for the 2p-1s transition in mesonic ura
nium, using the numerical muon wave functions 
given by Pustovalov, [6l we obtain 

f (r) = l - 0.71 (r/ R.) 2 + 0.3 (r! R.)"' - 0.06 (r/ R.)". (23) 

The state k is a highly excited nuclear state 
(in the mesonic uranium 2p-1s transition, EK ~ 6 
Mev) and therefore i(k f ( r) k') 12 has a maximum 
at k' = k and for k' "" k it is quasiclassically small. 
On the other hand, the quantity i(k'I~Ni I 0) 12, pro
portional to the photoexcitation cross section, is a 
smooth function of k' and can therefore be taken 
outside the summation over k': 

! < k ! 2; qd (rt) i 0 > 1.2 ~ I< k i ~ qi I 0 > r ~ ! (k i I (r) I k') 12 

=:(k\_Lq11 o)i2 (k!f2(r)!k). (24) 
~ : i ! l 

Substituting (24) into (19), and assuming a uni
form charge distribution in the excited state of the 
nucleus, we obtain 

(25) 

For the 2p-1s transition in U238, B ~ 1.8. The 
photofission cross section for the above-mentioned 
energy in U238 is about 12 mb, [7l and the ratio of 
the fission width to the sum of fission and neutron 
widths is about 4. [81 Thus, assuming that the photo
excitation cross section is due to the absorption of 
electric dipole quanta, we obtain a .~ 50 mb. From 
this 

(26) 

The same ratio holds also for Th, since the photo
excitation cross sections for U238 and Th are the 
same.[8J 

For the 3p-1s transition in the same elements 
we obtain E 3p-is = 9.5 Mev, B ~ 1.4, a ~ 320mb, 
and 

(rnr ;ry)sp-1s~3.5. (27) 

The results, (26) and (27), can be qualitatively 
understood by the following argument. The radia
tion of a y quantum by the muon is a first order 
process with a probability of order e 2/nc; non
radiative nuclear excitation is a second order 
process with a probability of order ( e 2/nc) ( Ze2 /lie) 
Thus, the ratio of the widths for these two proc
esses is of order Ze2/nc. For the elements men
tioned above, Ze2/nc ~ 1. However, for other nu
clei and other transitions, the ratio (1) can be much 
larger or much smaller than Ze2/nc because of 
the nuclear matrix elements. 

In conclusion, the author expresses his deep 
gratitude to D. F. Zaretskii for suggesting this 
problem and for valuable comments. 
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